Poulan p3816 parts diagram

Here are the diagrams and repair parts for Poulan PTYPE-2 chainsaw, as well as links to
manuals and error code tables, if available. For DIY troubleshooting advice and repair guides,
visit our repair help section. Showing 10 of 80 parts. The fuel line on a chainsaw becomes brittle
over time and can crack. Replacing it doesn't require a lot of DYI experience. These instructions
show you how. If your chainsaw isn't running well, a dirty carburetor could be the problem. You
can take it apart, clean it and rebuild it, using a carburetor rebuild kit. This repair guide takes
you through the process. If the engine won't start even though there's fuel in the chainsaw, the
carburetor could be the problem. Sometimes, it's easier to replace the carburetor than to clean
it and rebuild it. Follow these steps to do the job yourself in about half an hour. There are a
couple of ways to find the part or diagram you need: Click a diagram to see the parts shown on
that diagram. Add to cart. Chainsaw chain brake assembly Part Chainsaw recoil starter rope
Part Chainsaw clutch Part Chainsaw engine gasket set Part Symptoms for gas chainsaws.
Choose a symptom to see related chainsaw repairs. View all. Leaking gas. Read more. Won't
start. Runs rough. Repair guides for gas chainsaws. February 1, How to replace chainsaw fuel
lines. Repair difficulty. How to rebuild a chainsaw carburetor. How to replace a chainsaw
carburetor. Articles and videos for gas chainsaws. Use the advice and tips in these articles and
videos to get the most out of your chainsaw. June 1, Chainsaw care and troubleshooting tips.
Learn the basics of taking care of your chainsaw and solving common problems. How to
sharpen a chainsaw. LG Dishwasher Parts. Food Processor. Kitchenaid Food Processor Parts.
Front-Engine Lawn Tractor. Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts. Lawn Vacuum.
Craftsman Lawn Vacuum Parts. Side-By-Side Refrigerator. Walk-Behind Mower. McCulloch
Walk-behind mower Parts. Wall Oven. Kenmore Wall Oven Parts. Weight System. Turco Weight
System Parts. Need help? Close Start Chat. Jacks works best with JavaScript enabled Learn
More. Please leave us a message! Orders will continue to ship. Order Status Get Support open
Type a Part , Model or Keyword. Sign In. Fast Day Shipping. Order Status. Get Support open
See: Ariens exploded parts diagrams. Honda Horizontal Engines. Honda Vertical Engines.
Kawasaki Horizontal Engines. Kawasaki Vertical Engines. Kohler Horizontal Engines. Kohler
Vertical Engines. Help with Jack's Parts Lookup. JavaScript Disabled - Unable to show Cart.
Parts Lookup - Enter a part number or partial description to search for parts within this model.
Options Add to Cart. Ignition Module. Wire Harness Assembly. Air Front Cover. Air Filter.
Carburetor Zama W Fuel Line. Purge Bulb. Carburetor Adapter Kit Incl. Gasket Kit. Spark Plug.
Cylinder Kit Incl. Muffler Bolt. Crankshaft Assembly. Bearing and Seal Assembly. Piston Kit Incl.
Piston Rings. Intake Tube. Gasket Kit Incl. Choke Knob. Ignition Switch Spring. Ignition Lever.
Fuel Line Kit. Fuel Filter Assembly. Fuel Line Fitting. Washer Kit. Clutch Drum Assembly. Clutch
Assembly. Clutch Washer. Flywheel Assembly. Flywheel Washer. Starter Pulley. Starter Spring.
Starter Handle. Oil Cap Assembly. Hand Guard Spring. Chain Brake Kit. Bar Plate. Bar Nut.
Washer Kit Incl. Front Handle. Oil Pump Kit Incl. Pick Up Assembly. Oil Pump Assembly. Worm
Gear Spacer. Here are the diagrams and repair parts for Poulan PTYPE-1 chainsaw, as well as
links to manuals and error code tables, if available. For DIY troubleshooting advice and repair
guides, visit our repair help section. Showing 10 of 80 parts. The fuel line on a chainsaw
becomes brittle over time and can crack. Replacing it doesn't require a lot of DYI experience.
These instructions show you how. If your chainsaw isn't running well, a dirty carburetor could
be the problem. You can take it apart, clean it and rebuild it, using a carburetor rebuild kit. This
repair guide takes you through the process. If the engine won't start even though there's fuel in
the chainsaw, the carburetor could be the problem. Sometimes, it's easier to replace the
carburetor than to clean it and rebuild it. Follow these steps to do the job yourself in about half
an hour. There are a couple of ways to find the part or diagram you need: Click a diagram to see
the parts shown on that diagram. Add to cart. Chainsaw carburetor Part Chainsaw chain brake
assembly Part Chainsaw recoil starter rope Part Chainsaw clutch Part Chainsaw engine gasket
set Part Symptoms for gas chainsaws. Choose a symptom to see related chainsaw repairs. View
all. Leaking gas. Read more. Won't start. Runs rough. Repair guides for gas chainsaws.
February 1, How to replace chainsaw fuel lines. Repair difficulty. How to rebuild a chainsaw
carburetor. How to replace a chainsaw carburetor. Articles and videos for gas chainsaws. Use
the advice and tips in these articles and videos to get the most out of your chainsaw. June 1,
Chainsaw care and troubleshooting tips. Learn the basics of taking care of your chainsaw and
solving common problems. How to sharpen a chainsaw. Electric Range. Electric Wall Oven.
Exercise Cycle. Schwinn Exercise Cycle Replacement Parts. Shop Kenmore home parts.
Kenmore elite Parts Microwave. Shop Kenmore refrigerator parts. Table Saw. Craftsman table
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available. In Stock, 1 available. This article suggests guidelines for power tool care and
maintenance. It also describes information tools available at eReplacementParts. Shopping
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for the Poulan P The motor fires. It gets gas, but will not start. I have changed everything. Joe
for model number Poulin asked on Hi Joe, Thank you for your question. If the chainsaw will not
start, there are some parts that you will need to check to see which one is causing the issue.
You will need to check the fuel line, the fuel filter, the purge line, the purge bulb, the spark plug,
the cylinder gasket, the carburetor, the fuel line fitting, the ignition module, the air filter, the fuel
cap assembly, the piston, the piston ring and the cylinder. I hope this helps. Thank you and
have a great day! Did this question help you? Yes No. I bought this saw at Wal-Mart. Used it one
time for 15 minutes and it quit running. I now cannot get it started. What can I do with it?
Clarence for model number PL asked on Hello Clarence and thank you for writing. We
recommend to check the following parts in case of need of replacement; Fuel Line- Fuel FilterPurge Line- Purge bulb- Spark Plug- Hope this helps! After installing a carb kit this is what
happens. When I first start the saw it will run fine. Then after it heats up it will not start and kicks
back so bad you can hardly pull the cord to start it. What could be the problem? Roy for model
number P asked on Hi Roy and thank you for contacting us You have to set up the carburetor
after a rebuild and here are some generic instructions on how to do just that. There will be 2 idle
screws. One will be idle mix and the other will be high speed. Turn both screws in to shut off
fuel then back off 2 turns, next start engine, it may not run great by should start at these
settings, Start the motor, and let it run for a few minutes to warm it up. You may have to fiddle
with the throttle a bit to keep it running. Next, hold the throttle wide open, and slowly turn in the
high speed, until it really starts to smooth out and rev high, and start screaming, then back this
out until it starts to run rough or slow down, and then turn it back to the midway point between
these two positions. Keep playing with the low speed needle until you get rapid immediate
response from the throttle, and good idle with the idle adjustment. This setting of backing it out
will allow more fuel when under a load and keep your 2-cycle motor from running too lean. Put a
load on it and just tweak the settings just a hair at a time. If you're in the ballpark it won't take
much adjustment to make a difference. Good luck with your repair. I have replaced the carb with
3 different new one and I have check my fuel line routing 12 times at first it would crank and cut
of that is when I replaced the carb and bulb and fuel lines and I can not get the primer bulb to fill
up with fuel and I have tried 3 different bulbs any thoughts? Kenneth for model number poulan
asked on Hello Kenneth, Thank you for the question. You have the primer bulb hooked up
wrong. Fuel flows from the tank to the carburetor to the primer bulb back to the tank. Also, most
carburetors need to be set up after installation they do not always come set up. Keep playing
with the low-speed needle until you get rapid immediate response from the throttle and good
idle with the idle adjustment. I hope this helps and good luck with your repair. Ask a question.
Ask our experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as we can. Join our VIP
email list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number Recommended.
Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to you as soon as
they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Discussion is closed. Question: Bar Chain
Oil Leaks russellsrpr. Question: Housing Clutch baba. Hello baba, If you are looking for the kit
that adjust the chain tension. It is Poulan part number Bar Adjusting Kit. Question: Poulan P
Chain Saw alvjulnich. Piece fell out of tank: I have a Poulan P Chainsaw. What could cause this
to fall out and how do I fix it? Alvjulnich The fuel line inside the tank rotted and the fuel filter
broke off the end of the line. You need a new filter and new fuel lines. I would also rec
2011 mercury grand marquis
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1994 chevy s10 fuel pump relay location
ommend a new primer bulb for the saw. Furthermore, the carburetor should be cleaned as it
likely has bits of rotten fuel line inside it, or worse. It includes hooking up the lines to a remote
primer bulb, like you probably have. I agree with Shotout. What kind of fuel are you running in
there? If it's not ethanol free that's part of the problem. How old is the machine? If you only use
it occasionally, buy the can of ethanol free premix. They come in , 40"1 and I think with and
without stabilizer. Alvjulnich Ethanol free fuel may also be sold at a gas station near you.

Question: Carb Parts Can any one let me know if the carb be bought in separate pieces? Hello , I
can't locate where you would be able to order separate parts for the Carburetor Zama W
Perhaps one of our forum members may be able to help. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has
been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of
Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service.

